
kick
Kicking  on dominant and non dominant foot with increasing strength 

Stopping/controlling a moving ball and manipulating it in preparation to 
kick

Crossing the body’s centre line when manipulating and kicking/trapping

SPACE
Increase/reduce kick distance/ number of obstacles/ playing space 

TASK
Use dominant/ non dominant foot/ rotate roles across all three carousel activity areas

EQUIPMENT 

Use a range of balls, low bounce/ foam skinned/ oversized/ slightly deflated
PEOPLE 

Rotate pairs to compete with others/ set challenges i.e. can you score more than 5 points?

Which is the trickiest foot to kick with, how does it feel/ can you show me?
How can you be sure not kick your ball at the obstacles?

Can you show me how to steal someone’s ball and keep yours safe?

How can you help others by steering away? 

Can you show someone how to stop the ball from hitting the obstacle?

Kick - Chase- Trap

Set up a space suitable for 
4 or 5 pairs.

In pairs- one pupil stands 
facing away, while partner 
kicks the ball through their 

legs.
Encourage use of both feet 
over a range of distances.

Standing partner must 
react, chase and ‘trap’ 

their ball using feet only.
‘steer’ using feet back to 
the start and swap roles

Steer with your feet!

Use a space suitable for 8-
10 pupils with a large ball 

each.

In the space place a 
number of obstacles and 

encourage pupils to ‘steer’ 
their ball using feet only

Pupils can count how many 
objects they pass. Award 

extra points for using both 
feet to steer

Steer and steal

Set up a space suitable 
for 8 -10pupils.

Pupils ‘steer’ at different 
speeds  with their feet 
only (keeping the ball 

close)
Encourage pupils to 

attempt to kick someone 
else's ball while keeping 

control of their own.
A point is scored when a 

ball is stolen!


